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Indiana University and Bethlehem University 
Communicated by the Editors 
Asymptotic expansions for the standardized as well as the studentized least 
squares estimate in multiple linear regression models are obtained without assum- 
ing normal errors and under simple assumptions that are easy to check. c 1990 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Asymptotic expansions in regression models have been widely studied 
and many papers exist on the subject. For non-linear models most of the 
papers deal with the case of normal errors, see, for example, Kunitomo [9] 
and Skovgaard [lo]. The papers that omit the normality assumption sub- 
stitute it with hard to analyze conditions that are difficult to check in real 
situations such as condition Br’ in Ivanov and Zwanzig [7] and the con- 
ditions C, D,, E,, and F, in Ivanov and Zwanzig [8]. In these two papers 
Ivanov and Zwanzig obtain an asymptotic expansion for the standardized 
least squares estimate in non-linear regression models. An asymptotic 
expansion for the studentized least squares estimate was not obtained. See 
also Zwanzig [ 111. 
In this paper we obtain asymptotic expansions for the studentized least 
squares estimate in multiple linear regression models without assuming 
normal errors and under simple assumptions that are easy to check. We 
also show, under suitable easily verifiable conditions and without assuming 
normal errors, that the standardized least slquares estimate has a density 
and that an Edgeworth expansion for the density is valid. Using this expan- 
sion for the density, we can obtain an Edgeworth expansion for the 
distribution of the standardized least squares estimate. 
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Consider the linear regression model 
Y=xp+&. (1.1) 
In this equation, Y is an n x 1 observable vector of random variables, X is 
an n x k matrix of known fixed numbers, j is a k x 1 vector of unknown 
parameters to be estimated from the data and E is an n x 1 unobservable 
vector of random variables. The dependence on n is always omitted in this 
paper unless confusion seems likely. Attention is restricted to the conven- 
tional least squares estimate /? of /I given by 
fl= (X’X)-’ X’Y,, (1.2) 
where x’ is the transpose of X and where we assume X to be of full rank k. 
Assume the components cl, cZ, . . . . E, of E are i.i.d. with mean 0 and finite 
positive variance 02. Let c?~ be the least squares estimate of g*, b2 = 
[ Y’Y - Y’X(X’X)-’ X’Y]/n and consider the statistics T,, and W,, given by 
T,, = (X’X) 1’2 ( I- P)/a, (1.3) 
w, = (X’X)“2 ( j - /?)/c?. (1.4) 
Note that since X is of full rank, X’X is positive definite and has a positive 
definite square root. 
Under quite general conditions on the matrix X, it can be shown that T,, 
and W, are asymptotically normal with mean zero and covariance matrix 
Z,, the k x k identity matrix. For details see for example Anderson [l] or 
Eicker [6]. In Section 3 we show, under suitable assumptions on the 
matrix X and on the distribution of the si)s, that T,, has a bounded density 
and that an Edgeworth expansion for this density is valid. In Section 4 we 
derive a two-term Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of W,, 
(Theorem 4.5) and we show how one can use that to obtain a better 
approximation for the distribution of W, than the normal approximation 
for estimation and testing purposes (Remark 4.6). An Edgeworth expan- 
sion for the correlation model in which X is considered random is also 
valid (Remark 4.7). 
2. NOTATIONS AND SOME LEMMAS 
In the linear model (1.1) considered before, write X as (X,, . . . . X,,)‘, 
where the Xi’s are k x 1 vectors for i = 1, . . . . n, E = (E,, . . . . E,)‘. Let A = 
x’X= x1= 1 XJ:, 2, = the smallest eigenvalue of A, M, = max{ 11X, 11: 
i = 1, . ..) n}, where 11 .I/ is the Euclidean norm. 
We want to make the following assumptions: 
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Al. E;S are i.i.d. with mean zero and finite variance cr2. 
A2. X is of full rank k. 
A3. The characteristic function y of E, is integrable. 
A4. E,)S have finite sth absolute moment, for some integer 
T- 
s33and hm (l/n) i (IXiJS<~. 
n + TX i=l 
A5 lir~ &/n > 0, M, = O(n’) for some 6 E [0, 4). 
Note that A4 implies that 
7 hm (l/n) i liX,ll’< 00 for 1 <r<s. 
n-cc i=l 
- 
In Section 4 assumption A3 will be weakened to A3 and assumption A4 - 
will be strengthened to A4, where 
- 
A3. E,‘S have a non-zero absolutely continuous component which has 
a positive density on an open subset of R. 
- 
A4. E,)S have finite 2sth absolute moment for some integer s > 3 and - 
lim, _ m (l/n)Cl=, lIXill”< co. 
Now under assumption A5, there exist a positive integer N and a 
constant K such that 
n/i,, 6 K and M, d Kd for all n B N. (2.2) 
Let pr be the rth moment of .si, pr the rth absolute moment of .si and xI the 
rth cumulant of .si. Write 
The following notations will be used in the following sections: 
V 
I4 
v! 
XV 
D’ 
X”(X) 
@k 
(Pk 
a nonnegative integral vector (v E (Z + )k). 
Et= 1 vi, where v = (vi, . . . . v,)‘. 
v,! . ..v.! 
x”‘xT . . xp [x = (x 
1 1, ..., x,)‘e Rk or C”]. 
0’;’ . . .Dz, where Dj = a/ax,, 1 G j G k. 
v th cumulant of the random vector X. 
standard normal distribution on [Wk. 
density of Qk. 
(2.3) 
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B’ complement of a set B in I!@. 
A symmetric difference between two sets. 
II4 norm of a matrix A. 
Bhattaharya and Ranga Rao [S] will be referred to as BR because of its 
frequent usage. 
The following lemmas will be used in the proofs of the main results. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 5 E Rk, B(& c) = B = (i: 1 d i 6 n, 15’A-1’2XII > 
c Il~!ll/n’~~}, and r,,(c, c) be the number of elements in B, #B, say. Then 
under assumption A2 and for 0 < c < 1 one has 
r,(t, c)/n 2 (I- c~)IC(~M~/LJ - ~“1. 
Proof. Let B’= {i: 1 <idn, ][‘A~1’2XiI <c il~l//n1’2} and note that 
ErcI (5’A-1’2Xj)2=C~=, (<‘A-1’2XjX:A-“2t)= /<11*. Hence, 
I/ 5 11 2= C,( 5’A ~ “2Xi)2 + C,( [‘A ~ 1’2Xi)2 
I.e., (1 - c2) ll~ll* G Crd5, cYnlC(n~2U - ~‘1 l14112. 
Now the result follows from this inequality, since I, = min,,,,, =, y’Ay = 
minllyll = I Y’ CL 1 XX; Y <r&It, and so r&Ii/I,,> 1 >c. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that the n x k matrix X is of full k and that the 
smallest eigen value A of X’X goes to co as n + co. Let s be an arbitrary 
positive integer. Then for large enough n one can find, among the rows of X, 
s disjoint sets with k independent rows in each. 
Proof (By induction on s). X is of full rank implies the lemma is true 
for s = 1. Now assume that for fixed n = n, we can find among the rows of 
X, r - 1 disjoint sets with k independent rows in each (r > 2). We need to 
show that, choosing n large enough, one can find among the n, + 1, 
no + 2, . . . . n rows another set of k independent vectors. 
Write X as [BLOBL-.,]‘, where B,, consist of the first no rows and B,-,, 
are the remaining n - n, rows. Then, X’X = B&B,, + B:, _ ng B, ~ ng. 
Let YE [Wk, then 
min ~Y’BL$,-~~Y~ IIYII = 1 
= min (y’X’Xy- y’B,,B,,y) >&-A, (2.4) 
IlYll = 1 
where ,4 is the largest eigen value of B&B,. The left-hand side of (2.4) is 
the smallest eigen value of BL-,,B,-,, and the right-hand side goes to cc 
as n --+ co. Therefore, for some n > no, BL _ ng B, _ nc is positive definite, which 
implies that B,,-,, is of full rank; i.e., it contains k independent rows. 1 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let cf2 be the least squares estimate of o2 and 5’ be as in 
(2.2). Then for a>0 and under assumption Al, one has P{ ld2-$ > a} < 
2p4A4~/(a21~). 
Proof: The lemma is obviously true if p4 = IYS, so assume pLq < cc and 
note that 
d2 = [ Y’Y- Y’XA-‘X’Y]/n 
= [(fl’X’+E’)(XB+c)-((B’X’+~‘)X’A~’X(X/?+E)]/~ 
= [c’c - E’XA -‘X’E]/n = e2 - (l/n) C (X:A-‘Xjsisj). P-5) 
i.j 
Therefore, by Al and using Chebyshev’s inequality, one has 
P{ld2--c? >a}=P (l/n)CX~A-‘Xjsiej >a 
iI i. j I I 
GE 1 X:Ap’Xjcicj 
[ 
2 
I/ a2n2 i, j 
2 c (X;A-1Xj)2 E(E?E,~) 
i#j 
+c (X;A-‘XJ2 E(E;) 
1 
d ( l/a2n2ii)[2n(n - 1) Mza4 + nMz p4] 
d WC p4Y(a2&3. I 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
THE STANDARDIZED LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATE 
Using the same notation as before and assuming, without loss of 
generality, that 0 = 1 we have 
= A - 1/2,lJ’e = A - ‘I2 i xis, = ,,“ZZ, (3.1) 
i=l 
where Z = (l/n) Cy=, Zi and Zj = n112A-1’2Xj~i. Clearly under assumptions 
Al through A4 the Z;s are independent with mean 0 and finite sth 
absolute moment. Let, Vi = Cov(Z,), V= (l/n) cJ’= 1 Vi = COV(A-“~X’E) = 
Zk, and pr= (l/n) C;= I E llZiI(‘. Noted that by A4 and A5, there exist an 
integer N’(r) such that p, < c(r) p, for n > N’(r), where c(r) is a constant 
depending on r only, r = 1, 2, . . . . s. 
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Let x,(Z,) be the vth cumulant of Zj, and write j” = (l/n) C;= i x,(Z,). 
It is easy to see that 2” = (l/n) I:= I (n”‘A P1’2Xi)” xl”, , where as before x,,“, 
is the lvjth cumulant of .si. Now let ZE U?, and define, for each positive 
integer S, x,(z) =s! C,“, =s (j”z”/a!) and 
where C* is the sum over all m-tuples of positive integers j,, . . . . j, 
satisfying Cy= i ji = s. Using these notations and following the lines of the 
proof of Theorem 9.9 of BR one can show that under assumptions Al 
through A5 there exist two positive constants c,(s, k) and c2(s, k) 
depending only on their arguments such that, for all 5 E IWk satisfying 11<11 Q
CI(S, k) n[(“2)-a’, one has, for all nonnegative integral vectors v, 0 < 1 VI < S, 
and for large enough n, 
I i D” fn(5)-epi’r’iz’2 [ 1 +Si3 P,(i& {j”})]}i r=l 
6c2(s, k) p,n-‘“-2)/*[~~5~~~~~~~ + /15113+*)+1~1] ,-1itii~i4, (3.3) 
where f,( 5) is the characteristic function of T, , 
Also, under the same conditions and as in Lemma 14.3 of BR, there exist 
two positive constants c3(s, k, p,) and c4(v, k) such that, for I VI 6 s and for 
5 E Rk satisfying 11511 d c3(s, k, p,) r~‘/~, one has 
ID”.fn(t)l Qc,(v, k)[l + 11511’“‘] e-“5112/3. 
The next theorem is the main result of this section. 
(3.4) 
THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions Al through A5, the distribution Q, of 
T,, has a bounded density q, and we have the following asymptotic expansion 
for qn: 
= O(n-‘“-*‘/2). 
Proof: The characteristic function f,(t) of T, is given by 
f,(5) = E[exp(iS’T,)] = E A-1’2Xi~i 
= fi y(['A - 1'2XJ. 
i= 1 
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Since X = (X, , . . . . X,)’ is of full rank, there exist k independent rows 
among the rows Xl,, . . . . XL of X, say XL,, . . . . XL,, where 1 d rid n for 
i=l , . . . . k, which implies {A ~ “‘Xr,ji= 1,. ., k are k independent vectors. 
Therefore the linear transformation u, = X:,A ~ ‘I25 (j = 1, . . . . k) is one to 
one with nonzero Jacobian .Z. Let u = (u,, . . . . u,)‘; then we have 
=lJI [jRkWM]*- (byA3); 
i.e., f,(t) is integrable, which implies that Q, has a bounded density q,, 
given by q,Jx) = ( 1/27r)k jlwt exp( -it’x) .f,([) &. 
Now by the Fourier inversion formula we obtain for [VI < s, 
-r’2pr(-n {X”H (Pk(X) 1 il 
= ( 1/27r)k [Z, + z, + 131, say, (3.5) 
where B= {g E Rk: ll<ll < cr(s, k) nc(1’2)-63} and cr(s, k) is as before. 
The theorem now follows if we can show that the right-hand side 
of (3.5) is O(n- (s-2)‘2) taking v=O, (s, 0, . . . . 0), (0, s, 0, . . . . 0). By (3.3) it is 
easily seen that I, = O(n- (sP2)/2). Also, over B’ the integrand of I, decays 
exponentially fast and so Z3 = O(n- (s-2)‘2), and so, to show that the right- 
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hand side of (3.5) is O(n-‘J-2”2), we need only to show that I, 
is O(n- CS-2)/2). To show this, write B’= B, u B2, where, B, = 
{t~~k:cl(ww llrll < c3(s, k, p,) n’/*} and B, = B’- B. Then, I2 6 
Se, ID’f,(<)[ dt + se, ID”f,(5)1 d& Using (3.4) one easily sees (since 6 < 4) 
that Se, ID”fn(S)I d< = O(np’S-2”2), and so we need only to show that 
Se2 IWX)I & is OW (S-2)/2). To do this let v = (v,, . . . v,)’ be a non- 
negative integral vector, [VI < S. Then 
JD”y(X:A-“*l)I = D’ j exp(XJA -“2&j) dP, 
where P, is the probability distribution of sj. 
Now using Leibniz formula for differentiation of a product of functions, 
we see that D”f,(<) = D’ nr= 1 y(XiA -li2t) is the sum of n’” terms each of 
the form 
&k(,~,, iiy(X:A-“25).(D”‘Cy(X:,A~1’2r)l)” 
’ 3, 
x . . . x (D”qy(X:;A -“2()])“, (3.7) 
where i, , . . . . ii are distinct indices in { 1, . . . . n>, y1 , . . . . rj are positive integers 
and a,, . . . . aj are nonnegative integral vectors satisfying C{=, riai = v and 
j< IvI. Also, using Lemma 2.2, take n large enough so that X has at least 
s + 1 disjoint sets with k-independent rows in each, and since j < 1~1 <s, 
one can find, among {X:A -“2}ie (i,, _,,, i,;, k independent rows, say, 
{X~iAP1’2}i=r ,.._, k, ZiE { 1, . . . . n} for i= 1, . . . . k, Zj$ {iI, . . . . ii}; and so, using 
(3.6)-( 3.7), we have 
= W”K’l’“’ PI”1 I, n ly(X:A-“2<l I e ii, , . . . . cj ) ” : 1, . . . . . I& ] 
x i IY(X,A -“2tN &. (3.8) 
i= 1 
Now fix 0 < c < 1. Using Lemma 2.1 and choosing n large enough so that 
(2.2) is satisfied, we get 
r,t<, cl 2 Cn(l - c21/m~flAJ - c’l 
> [n( 1 - c2)]/[nM;/l,] = (1 - c”) n,/lq 
> [(1 -cJ)/ZP-J ..c1-2a, 
=q.nll-2b), where q = (1 - c2)/K3, 
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nLN. Also, #{i~{l,..., n}:i${i, ,..., ij}u(l ,,..., 1,;. and J.Y;A~‘:‘~~> 
c 115Il/n”*} 2 r,z(t, c) - I4 -k. 
Now by A3 we have sup Ifl > cc3(s,k,p,) Ill = d-c 1. Furthermore, for t E B, 
we have c ~~~~~/n’/* > cc3(s, k, p,). 
The last four relations imply that if 5 E Bz and n 2 N then 
Substituting (3.9) in (3.8) one gets 
I ls(Ol 4 d W,/~;“l’“’ plyI d 
[yd-2”)- Iv1 -k] 
B2 
k 
X 
0 
IYW;/ -1’2t)l & 
B’ ,=, 
(3.10) 
NOW consider the linear transformation ui = X;,A P1/2r for i = 1, . . . . k and 
let u = (u,, . . . . nk)‘? then 5 =A1’*[Xr,, . . . . XIk]‘+’ u (XI,, . . . . X,k are indepen- 
dent and so LX,,, . . . . X,k] is invertible). The Jacobian of the above transfor- 
mation is given by J=det[A’j2[X,,, . . . . Xlk]‘-‘1 and hence using A.5 one 
gets 
14 2 < (nMf)kldet( LX,, , . . . . X/J Lx,, , . . . . XJ’) 
Ez O(nkf2dk). 
Using this transformation in (3.10) one gets 
and so 
x O(nk+26k ) { fR Iy(t)l dt}” = O(n-‘“-*)I*). 1 
The next corollary gives an Edgeworth expansion for the distribution Qn 
of T, ; its proof follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and if the 
integer s in A4 (never smaller than 3) is also larger than k then 
.-“‘PS--D, (xv))] dx)dx~~ 
= qn-‘“-2)/2). 
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4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
THE STIJDENTIZED LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES 
In this section we are going to derive a two-term Edgeworth expansion 
for the studentized statistic W,, given in (1.4). 
Define the (k + 1) x 1 random vector R, by 
;c, A - 1i2xi~, 
n112 i (Ef --0*)/n ’ 
,=I 
where G* is as in (2.3). Clearly R, = nl’* F, where 
Y=(l/n) E Yi and Y, = 
i=l 
Let Fi be the distribution of Yi and fi be the Fourier transform of Fi. 
Then, under assumption Al, the Y;s are independent with mean 0, and if 
we assume m, A.5, and n 2 N to satisfy (2.2), we obtain E 11 Yijl’ d 
2’(E ~~n”2A~1’2Xi~i[~‘+ E J~f-c~*1’)<2’[K”~ llXiII’p,+c,] for rds. Here 
c5 = c5(r, p2r) is a constant. Therefore (see (2.1)) 
- hm(l/n) i E IIY,ll’< co. (4.1) 
i= I 
Now let Si = Cov( Y,), S= (l/n) x1= 1 Si, x,( Yi) the vth cumulant of Yi, 
jy = (l/n) CT= 1 xy( Y,). We claim that under assumption m, S is positive 
definite. To show this, first note that 
dIk (p,/n1’2) i A-“*Xi 
= i=l 
(@“*) f A-l’*& E(E; -CT*)* 
i= 1 
Now, let 1 be the n x 1 vector all of whose elements are ones. Then 
683/35/1-l 
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&K-%'~ </Ii'! =Wl, where n is the largest eigenvalue of XA ‘X’ 
which is 1, since the matrix is idempotent. Using this one obtains 
det(S) = det(a*I,) . {E(E~ - a2)* - (&/n~~} c c (X:A -IX,) 
- 
where c6 = e6(k, ,u,, pj, p4). Also, by A3, 1, cl, ET are linearly independent 
and so cov[(l, cl, ET)‘] is positive definite, i.e., 0 < det(cov[(l, cl, E:)‘] = 
~2~4-~:-~~* This and the assumption that p2 is positive show that c6 is 
positive and so det(S) is positive which implies S is positive definite. 
Now S is positive definite implies that the smallest eigenvalue 1, of S is 
positive. Write S-’ = B*; then by (4.2) we have 
IIBII = l/x:” < c, = c,(k ~2, ~3, ~4) < ~0 (4.3) 
and 
W’II < cg = c,(k, p2, p4). (4.4) 
NOW let pr = (l/n) I;= 1 E 11 BYi llr. Then (4.1) and (4.3) imply that p, is 
bounded for 0 < I < s; i.e., there exist cg = c,(k, p2,) such that 
p*<cg< co. (4.5) 
Using these notations we have the following theorem. 
-- 
THEDREM 4.1. Under assumptions Al, A2, A3, A4, and A5, there exist 
positive constants cl,, = cIO(s, k, p2S) and cl1 = cl,(s, k, p2*) such that, for 
every t E Rk f ’ satisfying 
11 tll 6 cIOnc(l’z)- ‘I, (4.6) 
one has, for all nonnegative integral vectors v E (Z+)k41, 0 < /VI Gs, 
D’ fi pi(Bt/n’/*) - e- ’ * 
s-3 
I1 I/ I2 1 + 1 n-“*P,(iBt, {iv}) 
i=l r=l II 
< c,,n- (~-*qIIt~~2-lvl + llt~~3(s-2)+lvl] .e-llrll*/2, 
where PAZ, {iv>) 1s as defined in the previous section using dimension k + 1 
instead qf k. 
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Proof This theorem follows directly from Theorem 9.9 of BR. We only 
need to show that (4.6) implies condition (9.37) of that theorem which is 
lltll 6 4, lItI < c(s, k) r11’2. ,p-2)r (4.7) 
where d,,=sup{a>O: t’St<a’ implies IPi(Bt/n1’2)- II <i}. 
To show this, let G be the characteristic function of [E~E~-~~]’ then, 
since G is continuous at 0, there exists 6’ > 0 such that jG(z) - 11 < i for 
llzll < 6’. 
Now take n > N to satisfy Lemma 2.2 and let 
c 10 = min{c(s, k) .c; 1’+2), X/[CT(l + P)]}. (4.8) 
We need to show that if t E Rk” satisfies (4.6) then it satisfies (4.7). To 
show this, write Bt = [tl t2]‘, where t, E I@‘, t,E R. Then pi(Bt/nl”) = 
e( [t;A -‘i2Xit2/n”2]‘) = G(b), say, and using (4.3), (4.6), (4.8), one 
obtains 
l/b11 < It21/n1’2+ IIt;A-“‘Xi/l < IIBtll/n”2+M, IIBtll/Ai’2 
d c7clon WW[1 +~3/2~6]/~1/2# 
and so Ifi(Bt/n”‘) - 11 < $ for all 1 < i 6 n. Therefore the first condition of 
(4.7) is satisfied. The second part of (4.7) follows easily using (4.6), (4.8), 
and (4.5). 1 
Before giving an Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of R, we need 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 4.1 and let cl2 be a 
positive constant. Then there exists a constant d, 0 cd< 1, such that for 
t,de, t,ER, t=[t,t2]‘ERk+1 satisfying lItI > cl2 andfor iE B(t,, c) for 
somefixedc,O<c<l, one has Ifi( <d, where B(5, c) isasin Lemma 2.1. 
Proof Let, as before, G be the distribution of [E& - a2]’ and G be its 
characteristic function. Then, by Lemma 1.4 of Bhattacharya [2], we have 7 
lqrll -m [G(Z)1 < 1. Therefore, given 0~ CC 1 and c,,>O we have 
sup I@)1 = d < 1 (4.9) 
11~11 > cc12/2 
Next assume t = [t, t2]‘E I@+’ satisfies II tll > c12. Then pi(t) = 
G([t;n1’2A-11/2Xit2]’ and either llt,II >c,,/2 or It21 >c,,/2. If lItIll >ci2/2 
and iEB(tl, c), then It;n”2A-“2XiI >c lItIll >cc,,/2, and if It,1 >c,,/2 
then It21 > cc,,/2 (since 0 < c < 1). These imply that II [t;n”2A-‘/2Xit2]‘II > 
cci2/2. Therefore by (4.9) IG([t;n”2A-“2Xit2]‘)l <dand so lpi(t)1 dd. 1 
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The next theorem gives an Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of 
R,; its proof follows the lines of the proof of theorem 20.1 of BR by using 
Lemma 4.2, Theorem 4.1, and the relations we have just before 
Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. Also assume that s - 
in A4 is greater than k + 1. Then, using the same notations as before, we have 
sup lP(BR.~~)-~~[l+l~~n-“~p.(-D, (a,))]aJx)dxJ 
EEb r=l 
= qn-‘“-W), 
where 23 is any class of Bore1 subsets of [Wk+ ’ satisfying 
SUpEE'B @k+,(aE)‘= o(q), (c?E)~ is the set of points in Rk+’ within rj from 
the boundary of E, and Cr, = (l/n) C:= 1 xy(BY,). 
To get an Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of the studentized 
least squares W,, we first give an expansion for w,, defined by w,, = 
A1j2( /? - /Q/Z, all notations being the same as before. 
Define H: IWkx( - (r2, cc ) + [Wk by H([x,, . . . . xk+,l’)= Lx,, . . . . xkl’/ 
(x k+l +cr2)ri2. Then clearly tin=n1’2[H(P)-H(0)]. 
Since H is continuously differentiable up to order s - 1, one has the 
Taylor expansion of H around 0, 
g,(x) = n"'[H(O + x/n112) - H(O)] 
= grad H(O)x’ + (n-‘12/2!) 1 D”H(O)x” 
Ial = 2 
+ ... + [n- (s-2)‘2/(s-1)!] 1 [D”H(O)+R,,(x)]x” 
I=1 =s- 1 
= h,(x) + [nPCSP2”‘/(s- l)!] c [D”H(O) + R,.(x)]x”. 
lal=s-I 
Clearly IV = g (n”’ P). 
Let f@ 1 h,Ji’/‘Y) and JC, be the vth cumulant of I?‘,, after deleting all 
terms ofnO(n-(s-2)12 ). The formal Edgeworth expansion of the charac- 
teristic function of m,, is given by 
s-3 
k,,(t) = 1 + C n 
[ 
-r’2P,(~, {q}) 1 exp( - t’St/2), r=l 
where S= (grad H(0)) S(grad H(0))’ and B,(z, {rcY}) is the coefficient of 
n -*‘* in the expansion of exp{C,.,,,..(~,z”/v!)+ l/tl12/2}. Clearly, s=zk 
in our set up. 
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The next theorem follows from Theorem 2 of Bhattacharya and 
Ghosh [4] or Theorem 1 of Bhattacharya [3] and the proof is therefore 
omitted. 
THEOREM 4.4. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3, one has 
where 8, is a class of Bore1 subsets of [Wk satisfying supEEbo C&(8@‘= 
O(v). 
Finally we are going to show that the two term expansion for the dis- 
tribution of @,, is also valid for the studentized statistic W,,. To show this, - 
let E E 23,, and assume s = max{ 4, k + 2) in A4. Then by Theorem 4.4 we 
have 
P(W,gE)-I [1+(1/n “2) h(-0, {%))I (PkcX) dx 
E 
= IP( W, E E) - P( @‘H E E)I + o(n”‘) (4.11) 
and 
dP{(W,~E)d(~~~E)}~P(IIW,-~“ll~l/(n”*logn)} 
+P(C(W,EE) d(mn~E)l n [II W,- m,,II < l/(n”*logn)]) 
=P{IIW,- tt,ll 2 I/( n”* log n)} + P{ WH E (aE)11(n1’2 l”gn)} 
= P{ II W, - tin11 2 l/(n1’2 log n)} + o(n-1’2). (4.12) 
Also 
P{ II W, - qnll 2 l/(n”* log n)> 
=P(IIA1’2(~-j?)Il 1(1/f?)-(l/6)/ > l/(n1’210gn)) 
=P(llA”2(fi-/Q/f711 ~2n1’2(logn)2~(~8-dl/B)>210gn} 
~P{~~~~~~>(2logn)1’2}+P{((d-d~/d)>n~1~2(logn)~3~2} 
= P( 18’ - 5’1 > (l/2) b(8 + 8) n-1/2(log n)-‘I’} + o(n-1/2). 
(4.13) 
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NOW if one takes 6 in A5 to be less than $, and n large enough so that 
n -1’4 < a*/2 and (2.2) holds, one gets 
P{(6*-cT*~>~f?(c?+r?)n ~‘2(IOgn)-3j2] 
6P{I~2-d2I>$a2n~“2(logn)~3’*)}+P{I~2-021>n--””} 
d 32/d4hf; .n(log n)3/(lfo4) 
+P{I&o’l >n-1’4) (by Lemma 2.3) 
=P{lc?*-cr*1 >n-“4} +o(n-“2). (4.14) 
Furthermore, using Lemma 2.3, one has 
P{~d*-a*~>n-“4}~P{I~*-~*~>~n-~‘4j+P{l~*-”*~>~n~“4} 
% 8p4Mi .n112/2.i + P{ 16’ - o*l > 4 n-1’4} 
= o(n-“*). (4.15) 
The last equality follows from A5 and the fact that PZ’/~(C?* - u*) has a two 
term Edgeworth expansion if E \si16 < co and Al holds. 
Relations (4.11) through (4.15) imply that 
P(W,EE)-1 [l+(l/n”2 )JQ-D, {K,})](Pk(X)dx = o(n-“2) 
E 
Thus we have arrived at the following theorem which gives a two term 
Edgeworth expansion for the studentized least squares estimate W,. 
THEOREM 4.5. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4 with 6 in A5 - 
less than $ and s=max{4,k+2} in A4. Then supEEBoIP(W,,~E)- 
kLir;Llfz") P,( -D, {K~})] cp,Jx) dxl = o(n-I’*), where 23, is as in 
. . 
Remark 4.6. In Theorem 4.5 if one uses for the population moments 
that appear in P,( - D, {K”}) other estimates which can be calculated from 
the data and which converge a.s. to the population moments, one obtains 
an approximate value for the distribution of the studentized least squares 
A “*( fl - /I)/& which is better than the normal approximation (for purposes 
of estimation and testing). 
Remark 4.7. An Edgeworth expansion for the distribution of fl given 
in (1.2) in the correlation model, where X is considered random, is also 
valid under suitable assumptions such as those given in Theorem 2 of 
Bhattacharya and Ghosh [4] on the (k + 1) x 1 vectors [Xj, Y,]‘, where 
the notations are the same as before, again the two term expansion gives 
a better estimate than the normal one, as in the previous remark. 
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